
TRAVEL
FURTHER.
TRAVEL
CLEANER.
Revolutionary oil additives that
are changing the future



OUR MISSION

For many years now, the pressure of
climate change has been increasing, so we

wanted to come together to create an
innovative solution to this global problem.

With our 70 years’ combined experience in
the oil industry, we’ve created a

revolutionary oil additive that is tackling the
biggest challenge of all.

We also want to help prevent the hundreds
of new and established businesses closing

down due to ever increasing fuel and
operational costs and inflation.

Join us as we help businesses travel further
and travel cleaner.



FRS-1 is our revolutionary oil additive
that is transforming the fuel costs and
environmental impact of businesses

across the UK.

Introducing

FRS-1



What does
it do?
FRS-1 is applied to the engine,
gearbox or driven axle of a
vehicle to produce multiple
positive effects.

Reduces temperature
within the engine

Reduces friction between
moving parts

Coats and lubricates
internal parts



What does
this mean?
As a result of these effects, our additive
generates outcomes that can’t be created by
any other product on the market.

Lowers fuel
consumption by 

up to 20%

Lowers CO2
emissions by 

up to 20%

Reduces
maintenance

and repair costs 

Extends the life-
cycle of costly

assets



Who can
we help?
FRS-1 can be applied to any engine, gearbox or
driven axle, allowing many industries to benefit
from our oil additive.

Transport &
Logistics Mining

Construction Farming



Your challenge,
our solution
Whilst there are many fantastic solutions
appearing that will have a positive impact on
the future, few provide an immediate solution
to the challenges being faced right now.

Ec
on

omics Adoption

Sustainab
ilit

y Reality
Fossil fuels will
be around for
many years.

Operational costs are sky
high, fuel costs continue to
rise, and new technology such
as electric vehicles require
huge capital to adopt. What is
the solution RIGHT NOW?



Time to make
a change
MRS Additives exists to tackle the challenges
mentioned with an affordable solution that gets
to work immediately. We offer a free trial to
help you get started.

Claim your free,
no obligations trial

Complete the trial,
see the results

We analyse the results
with you and discuss
what’s next



Contact us
If you’ve got any questions, please
don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

enquiries@mrsadditives.co.uk

01384 226 424

www.mrsadditives.co.uk

MRS Additives


